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 Kentucky Organization of Field Stations  

KAS Meeting Minutes 

Northern Kentucky University  

Science Center 

 November 13, 2015 

Attendees:   

 

Steering Committee: 

 President: Stephen Richter Secretary: Dick Durtsche Web/Communications: Andrew Berry 

  Members-At-Large: Chris Osborne (not in attendance), Luke Dodd 

 

KOFS Meeting (9:00 am):  
 
1. Welcome and Introductions: After introductions in the Science Center Meeting Room, 
Stephen Richter started off the meeting with a discussion of the conference call held earlier in 
the fall by the Steering Committee. The Committee had discussed the multi-institutional 
collaborations (Research, Teaching, Outreach) that had been the focus of the spring KOFS 
Field Station Meeting and the time involved in pursuing all the ideas generated. While all 
members agree that these are worthwhile programs, it was decided that as everyone is very 
busy with their own institutional work, these programs and KOFS activities would be ramped 
down a bit so as to be more manageable for all involved. If someone had a specific project in 
mind that they wanted to spearhead, then they could pursue it with any and all others involved 
with KOFS. Much of these activities can be coordinated through the KOFS website and the 
listserv.  
 

2. Discuss multi-institutional collaborations in research, education, and outreach. 

Convene ad hoc committees: 

 

a) Outreach Subcommittee (Dick Durtsche): 

We next moved on to the multi-institutional collaborations ad hoc committees beginning with the 

Outreach Committee. Dick initially reviewed the notes from the Feb 15 meeting ideas of the ad 

hoc committee. With ideas from the spring meeting and discussions with Julie Moses and 

Miriam Kannan, two primary initiatives were developed. These Outreach Goals for 2016 were 

outlined as follows: 

 

Start small and focus on short-term tasks now (Tier 1-Community Outreach Focus), and 

build to bigger long-term projects (Tier 2-Undergraduate/Graduate Student Outreach 

Focus). 

Tier One (Small task; can be accomplished quickly and successfully) 

Andrew Berry Bernheim Forest Albert Meier WKU Biol Sci 

Luke Dodd EKU  Biol Sci Eddie Reed Ky State U 

Dick Durtsche NKU Biol Sci Stephen Richter EKU Biol & Nat Areas 

Kristin Hinkson EKU  Biol Sci Brad Rohfel EKU Biol Sci 

Chris Lorenz Thomas More Biol Steve Yanoviak U of L Biol 

Miriam Kannan NKU Biol Sci Alex Baecher EKU Biol Sci 
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 Choose a statewide theme and create workshops for community members to participate 

in.  For the month of February, for example, we could do Bird Migration and hold bird 

house building workshops, as well as a “Bird Dining 101” class to get backyards ready 

for Spring Migration.  If this goes well, chose another theme for April or May.  

Tier Two (Larger task; requires more time and effort, but resources are there) 

 Virtual Field Trips through a Transdisciplinary Approach – Each station will select 1-2 

students each from visual arts, biology, environmental science, etc.  The students will 

work together for 4 weeks and develop a “Virtual Tour” based upon a natural science or 

environmental theme.  The virtual tour will serve to both educate the community, as well 

as tech the students’ important lessons on collaboration and scientific research. 

Albert Meier brought up and there was a discussion about making a connection to KOFS and 

each field station with the KY Natural History Survey and having a link to post species lists for 

each station on Discover Life.   

 

Along with putting together a “virtual tour” of each station, Chris Lorenz recommended that we 

contact John King of West Virginia who has started a business to create nature videos. John 

has put together a video about watersheds and their advocates using GIS and Google maps. 

He has a science background, and can add that perspective while others might not. It was 

suggested that KOFS get in touch with him to get an estimate of costs. It could be that he puts a 

short video together about KOFS with highlights from the different field stations. As he is starting 

out with his company we might be able to have this done for a nominal fee.  

 

 

b) Research Subcommittee (Phil Crowley presented by Steve Yanoviak): 

Steve Yanoviak spoke for the Research Collaborations Subcommittee and discussed the 

potential for establishing a clearing house of research ideas that others might be interested in 

that would facilitate multi-station collaborations. One of the suggestions was to set up a tree 

survey, where a 100 m transect could be surveyed at the field station every other year. 

Discussions as to what format to pursue brought up the Ecological Research as Education 

(EREN) permanent forest plots model (Dick) or the Forest Service protocols (Albert) as potential 

sampling methods. Another collaborative idea proposed by Steve was a standardized 

mechanism for monitoring, measuring, and recording lightning strikes that occur at or near field 

stations. In this case, a central researcher (like Steve) would have a database linked to the 

KOFS website where documented events could be recorded, and he could then compile and 

evaluate that data. Comments were also made about station species lists that could be 

constructed and then linked to larger databases like the Southeastern Regional Herbarium 

Network (SERNAC) for plants, and Discover Life.  

 

c) Education Subcommittee (Stephen Richter): 

Stephen presented on the Education Collaborations Subcommittee as a section of the website 

where information could be disseminated, and ideas could be generated. Summer field course 

offerings could be announced with links for registration. This would also be an area where ideas 

could be shared among field stations for revenue generation. There was also discussion of 
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having a collaborative course among field stations. In this course, students could then tour field 

stations and learn from the research strength of that field station (e.g., Lilly Cornett – 

Appalachian Ecology, Thomas More Field Station – River Ecology, Hancock Biological Station – 

Lake Ecology, etc.). Students could enroll in independent study as a distance learning study 

away program, with special fees to make it flexible to take the course in the summer and get 

credit in the fall or spring semester to accommodate financial aid concerns. Two faculty might 

lead this tour around the state.  

 

d) KOFS Website (Andrew Berry, Chris Osborne, and Luke Dodd): 

Comments were made about getting information out to the public via the website to increase 

awareness of KOFS, and to get information to the entire membership. There was agreement 

that we should keep the website as utilitarian as possible. This is a great location to offer 

connections to activities like the multi-institute collaborations in research, teaching, and 

outreach. Luke Dodd and Chris Osborne were added to the KOFS Website Development 

Committee with Andrew. Suggestions were made to improve the website including: 

Immediate changes: 

1) A revision of the state map on the ‘map of field stations’ tab with weblinks to the field 

station websites, and tied to this (2). 

2) Amend the ‘map of field stations’ tab to show a Google-based map with the field 

stations that includes info links. 

3) Add links to each of the multi-field station collaboration activities: Research, 

Education, Outreach 

4) Amend the members tab to include hot-links to email or web pages, rather than 

extraneous URLs 

5) Solicit help of a student to create and curate a Facebook profile for KOFS.  

6) Removing Wordpress from the KOFS website name, as Andrew and the Bernheim 

Forest and Arboretum have paid for the website space (thanks Andrew!). 

 

Seasonal changes: 

7) Add a blog (suggested Brad Ruhfel), that is shared on Facebook (fb), where fb could 

hold photos and video clips. Monthly or so posts could be contributed by different 

field stations. Adding minutes after every meeting. 

8) Add a ‘Future Opportunities’ tab: a section of the KOFS website could be devoted to 

posting information about graduate programs, lab openings, research, and internship 

opportunities.  

9) Courses: a tab on the website devoted to courses, workshops, special activities that 

take place at field stations across the state would be a good place to announce and 

coordinate participants. 

 

The suggestion was made to make template for field stations to create a 1-page pdf flier of their 

field station to link to webpage. Symbols would then be uniform for what opportunities exist at 

each station. Steve Yanoviak will make an example for Horner and send it to Stephen Richter to 

make a general template for all stations. 
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3. Next KOFS Field Station Meeting – Hancock Biological Field Station: 

The dates proposed were sometime later in the spring, March 2016.  

Hancock Field Station Housing:  

 $10 per person per night, linens and towels not included. Cabins and the main lodge 

have cooking facilities. 

Dates will be solicited to the members to determine the time of the meeting. 

4. New Business: 

a- Steering committee positions and election: 

Stephen reminded those attending of the KOFS elections to the steering committee will take 

place next summer (2016). Offices up for election include: President (2-year term); President 

Elect (2 year term); Member-At-Large (one this year, one next year); Secretary (renewable); 

Website and Communications Officer (renewable); and a Graduate Student position (2 year 

term). Richter will become Past-President. Elections were last made in the summer of 2014, and 

based on the KOFS bylaws these two-year position terms began at the 2014 KAS associated 

KOFS meeting.  

 

b. other items: 

Financial Issue: Albert Meier brought to our attention the need to contact state legislators 

concerning the state of natural resources in Kentucky. Specifically, it appears that the Governor 

has or about to pulled funding from the Kentucky Heritage Land Conservation Fund. This fund 

has been one of the major agencies in the Commonwealth that has supported the procurement 

of natural area lands so that they can be established as conservation easements and never 

touched by development. We were all encouraged to contact our local and regional senators 

and legislators to voice our opposition to financially abandoning this agency. 

 

KOFS Meeting adjourned at 11:00 am 


